
ResiBoost
COMPLETE PACKAGED  
VARIABLE FREQUENCY SYSTEM

TAKE WATER PRESSURE TO THE NEXT LEVEL

The ResiBoost isn’t just any constant water pressure system. It’s a product of 
Goulds Water Technology’s next-generation engineering and design, making 
it more reliable, more durable and more efficient at ensuring strong, consistent 
water pressure and maximum comfort for homes on municipal water supply. 
In addition, the ResiBoost constant pressure system can also be used for 
applications requiring repressurizing water from a storage tank. It combines a 
small variable frequency drive, a stainless steel multi-stage pump and a small 
bladder tank in a self-contained, easy-to-install package. Backed by top level 
service and support, rely on the ResiBoost to deliver constant pressure in the 
one place it’s welcome. Home.

When surveyed 
more than 50% of 

people living in 
homes connected to a 
municipal water supply 
are unaware there is a 
solution for their low 
or inconsistent water 

pressure.
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ResiBoost Complete Packaged Variable Frequency System

PERFORMANCE CURVE

Model Maximum PSI Maximum Flow Stages Output Phase Output Voltage HP Weight

13159RB115 68 PSI 22 5

1

115
1

30

2294RB115 40 PSI 40 3 1

13120RB230 51 PSI 22 4

230

3/4

22125RB230 54 PSI 40 4 11/2

13150RB3 65 PSI 22 5
3

1

22157RB3 67 PSI 40 5 2
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FEATURES & BENEFITS

DELIVERING MAXIMUM COMFORT:

• Customers are able to enjoy improved water pressure 
consistently regardless of the number of fixtures in 
use or the location of the fixture in the home.

• Designed to operate quieter than a conventional 
pump system.

PROVIDING LASTING PERFORMANCE:

• The ResiBoost is proven to last in the most demanding 
of boosting conditions, customers can rest easy rather 
than worry about downtime or service needs.

SIMPLIFYING INSTALLATIONS:

• The plug and play system comes with the pump, 
motor and controller already assembled and fully 
programmed (tank included but not installed).

• An integral transducer instantly reduces the number of 
parts required for installation.

• The small-but-powerful design of the ResiBoost 
system allows for a variety of installation locations, 
including a small utility closet.

• Uniquely designed union with check valve eliminates 
separate assembly

SPECIFICATIONS


